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Why CFD?
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펠톤터빈펠톤터빈.

-Nozzles direct forceful streams of water against a
series of spoon-shaped buckets mounted around the
edge of a wheel.
-Each bucket reverses the flow of water, leaving it
with diminished energy.
Th lti i l i th t bi-The resulting impulse spins the turbine.
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Whittle EngineWhittle Engine

- The first turbojet engine produced in quantity in the
USA.
- CFD is used to model the entire engine,
simultaneously, including the intake, radial compressor,
combustor, and turbine sections.
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Vehicle's engineVehicle s engine

-Pressure loss should be minimised and mass flow
should be maximised.
-A typical test for the performance of the intake
manifold is the "blow test".
-The test rig consists of the intake manifold, opening

l d li d hi h i t th b ttvalves and a cylinder which is open at the bottom.
-Air at constant pressure flows through the test rig.
Pressure loss and mass flow are measured.
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Combustion modelCombustion model.

-In this case, we are looking at fire suppression in a
closed container.
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Baffled mixing vesselBaffled mixing vessel.

-time-dependent iso-surfaces are presented depicting
regions of constant concentration.
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Underhood analysisUnderhood analysis.

-The flow and temperature behavior under the hood of
a vehicle can be predicted to allow for design
optimization.
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CFD Timeline

Complex problems were solved by human computers at a rate of 
approximately 2000 operations per week

Early1`900’s

Powerful digital computers became available permitting development of 
numerical analysis tools. 70’s

Pioneers such as Imperial College, Boeing, and General Electric 
developed in house CFD codes

Early 80’s

Mid 80’s Commercial CFD Software became available 

(example: CFX and FLUENT)

Early-Mid 90’s
CFD software was still in its early stages and UNIX based.  Although 
becoming more powerful, CFD often required a PhD and advanced 
computer skills in order to setup up a case.

Usability and computational power took a leap forward.Late 90’s

2000’s CFD matured into a user friendly windows based Integrated Software
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Progress in CFD 

Then… - CFD전문가를통한해석
광범위한컴퓨터와물리학의이해필요

CFD Solution

광범위한컴퓨터와물리학의이해필

컴퓨터사용능력요구

CFD Solution

Expert
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Progress in CFD 

Now… -아직까지 CFD전문가능력필요
-그러나 CFD의 가용성과 컴퓨터의 발달과 같은 광범위한 향상으로 인하여-그러나 CFD의 가용성과 컴퓨터의 발달과 같은 광범위한 향상으로 인하여
CFD의대중화
-간단한 “마법사”또는 “빠른설정”을사용한일반컴퓨터에서해결가능

CFD Solution

courtesy of NASA
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Why do you need a
CFD Solution

?
CFD Solution
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Why do you need a CFD Solution?

- CFD allows you to look into the box. Consider a case where you would like to
analyze the inhalation of asthma medication into the lungs from an asthma inhaler.

- Conventional analysis just doesn’t allow for easy observation of internal behavior.

CFD is not limited by such restrictions- CFD is not limited by such restrictions.
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Why do you need a CFD Solution?

-One huge benefit of CFD is that it allows the engineer freedom to observe behavior
anywhere in the model.

-Here you can see the wind behavior around a vehicle.

It would be impossible to get this detail of analysis using conventional methods such-It would be impossible to get this detail of analysis using conventional methods such
as pressure probes and smoke streams.
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Why do you need a CFD Solution?

-There are some analyses which are
considered unsafe or unfeasible.

- Some examples are problems involving
high temperatures, radioactive conditions,g p , ,
and environmental limitiations.
-
Modeling an explosion in a subwayg p y

station is another example.

- Flames have a natural size soFlames have a natural size so
combustion problems cannot be scaled
down.
- You must have a life sized prototypeYou must have a life sized prototype.
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Why do you need a CFD Solution?
- The last point is that CFD allows you to get fast, accurate, and cost effective results.

- Consider wind tunnel testing of an airplane. Imagine the time involved in building a prototype,
conducting the wind tunnel testing, and then going back through another design iteration.

- Not only can CFD save you time, but it can also save you money. Often, CFD analysis is in the
order of 10 times more cost effective.
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Why do you need a CFD Solution?

…to get fast, accurate and cost effective results.
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The CFD Process
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How do you tackle a CFD Problem?

- You have a fluid flow problem.  

- How do you go about solving it with CFD?
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The CFD Process

Problem Identification

Pre-Processing
1. Geometry
2. Mesh
3. Physics

Y h fl id flYou have a fluid flow 
problem.  How do you 
go about solving it with 
CFD?

4.      Solver Settings el
Solve

pd
at

e 
M

od
e

Post Processing

U
p
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The CFD Process

Problem The first step is determining what problem you want to solve. 

• Problem Identification

Problem 
Identification

• Can the existing design be 
improved?
C h bl

Pre-Processing
1. Geometry

• Can the current problem 
be solved?
Wh t i th h t

2. Mesh
3. Physics
4. Solver Settings

e 
M

od
el

• What is the cheapest 
method?

• What happens if the
Solve U

pd
at

e

• What happens if the 
current design is modified?

Post Processing
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The CFD Process

• Problem Identification(example)
ProblemProblem 

Identification For a prototype vehicle, 
what can we do to minimize drag?

1Pre-Processing
1. Geometry
2. Mesh
3. Physics
4. Solver Settings

e 
M

od
el For a mixing tank, a new gear box has

been installed and the contents have
changed. Will the new shaft twist?

Solve U
pd

at
e

2Post Processing

Is the ventilation system in a building
equipped for an emergency?
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1. Images Courtesy of Universidade de Coimbra - Portugal 
2. Image Courtesy of Air Flow Consulting 
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The CFD Process

Problem

You must also identify whether CFD is the correct tool for solving the
problem.
I th bl i l i fl id fl h t t f ?Problem 

Identification
Is the problem involving fluid flow or heat transfer?

The problem may be too simple Are you trying to solve a problem that 
can be solved analytically or using textbook equations?

Pre-Processing
1. Geometry

can be solved analytically or using textbook equations?

The problem may also be too complex Are you trying to solve a problem 
that is beyond the scope of CFD or current CPU power?

2. Mesh
3. Physics
4. Solver Settings

e 
M

od
el

Solve U
pd

at
e

Post Processing
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The CFD Process

ProblemProblem 
Identification The second stage of the CFD process is Model Specification.

• Pre-Processing 
• Model Specification stage 

Pre-Processing
1. Geometry

where the real world 
problem is translated into a 
specific case

2. Mesh
3. Physics
4. Solver Settings

e 
M

od
el

specific case

Solve U
pd

at
e

Post Processing
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The CFD Process

• Pre-ProcessingProblem Pre Processing
1. Geometry

Problem 
Identification

Pre-Processing
1. Geometry
2. Mesh
3. Physics
4. Solver Settings

e 
M

od
el

Solve U
pd

at
e

Post Processing
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The CFD Process

Problem

• Pre-Processing
2 M hProblem 

Identification 2. Mesh

Pre-Processing
1. Geometry
2. Mesh
3. Physics
4. Solver Settings

e 
M

od
el

Solve U
pd

at
e

Post Processing
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The CFD Process

Problem
• Pre-Processing

Problem 
Identification 3. Physics

Boundary

Pre-Processing
1. Geometry

Boundary 
Conditions

2. Mesh
3. Physics
4. Solver Settings

e 
M

od
el

Solve U
pd

at
e

Post Processing Domain Settings:Initial Guess

28

Post Processing Domain Settings: 
materials & models



The CFD Process

Problem • Pre-ProcessingProblem 
Identification

Pre Processing
4. Solver Settings

Solution Monitors
Pre-Processing
1. Geometry

– Solution Monitors
– Convergence Criteria

Numerical Schemes and2. Mesh
3. Physics
4. Solver Settings

e 
M

od
el

– Numerical Schemes and 
under-relaxation settings
Parallelization

Solve U
pd

at
e – Parallelization

Post Processing
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The CFD Process

• SolveProblemProblem 
Identification

Pre-Processing
1. Geometry
2. Mesh
3. Physics
4. Solver Settings

e 
M

od
el

Solve U
pd

at
e

Post Processing
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The CFD Process

• Post Processing (Analysis)Problem Post Processing (Analysis)
• Verify results
• Visualize and quantify

Problem 
Identification

Visualize and quantify 
behavior

• Design decisions and
Pre-Processing
1. Geometry Design decisions and 

improvements
2. Mesh
3. Physics
4. Solver Settings

e 
M

od
el

Solve U
pd

at
e

Post Processing
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Flow field Lens Deformation
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The CFD Process

U d t M d lProblem • Update Model
• Improve Modeling

Problem 
Identification

• Design Iteration
Pre-Processing
1. Geometry
2. Mesh
3. Physics
4. Solver Settings

e 
M

od
el

Solve U
pd

at
e

Post Processing
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CFD Example

• What is the behavior of back 
Problem draft in a shipping container?Problem 

Identification

Pre-Processing
1. Geometry
2. Mesh
3. Physics
4. Solver Settings

Solve

Post Processing

33

Courtesy of The FIRENET project, supported by the EU commission. 
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CFD Example

Problem • Dimensions: Shipping container, 5.5 m x 
2.2 m x 2.2 m (Gojkovic, 2000)

Problem 
Identification

• Gases: Methane + Air

• Outside Temp:
Pre-Processing
1. Geometry p

• Initial gas conditions

CT o
out 5=

2. Mesh
3. Physics
4. Solver Settings

• Initial gas conditions

• Ignition timeSolve

• 200 iterations and Residual Target of 
10^-4
EtcPost Processing

34

• Etc.
Courtesy of The FIRENET project, supported by the EU commission. 
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CFD Example

ProblemProblem 
Identification

Pre-Processing
1. Geometry
2. Mesh
3. Physics
4. Solver Settings

Solve

Post Processing
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Plot does not correspond to case
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CFD Example

Problem

Post Processing allows you to visualize and quantify results.
With one CFD study, you can answer several questions such as:

Wh t i th t t di t ib ti th h t th d i ?Problem 
Identification

- What is the temperature distribution throughout the domain?
- What is the temperature range?
- How far beyond the container will the flame extend?  
- How long with this be for?

Pre-Processing
1. Geometry

How long with this be for?

2. Mesh
3. Physics
4. Solver Settings

Solve

Post Processing
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Courtesy of The FIRENET project, supported by the EU commission. 
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The Fundamentals of CFD
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What is CFD?What is CFD?
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The Need for Numerical Analysis

• Simple Problems can be solved directly
(tables, textbooks, spreadsheets or calculators)

Pressure Drop in a pipe Conduction Through a Wall

6 
ft/s

6” 0.15 mm
ft/s

200’

1150 K1400 K

?Re turbulentVd
d ←=

μ
ρ

ε Tk Δ"μ
d

ε

g
V

d
Lfhf 2

2

=fghp ρ=Δ

L
kqx =

39
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The Need for Numerical Analysis

• Complex Problems cannot be solved directly

40



The Need for Numerical Analysis

• Complex Problems cannot be solved directly
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The Need for Numerical Analysis

• Complex Problems cannot be solved directly
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The Need for Numerical Analysis

• Complex Problems must be solved discretely

-Apply conservation equations    for each element

-Conserve mass, momentum,  Energy,etc.

( )∂ ρφ ( )Udiv ρφ ( )φgraddiv Γ φS+ +=( )
t∂

Rate of increase Net rate of flow Rate of increase Rate of increase
of φ of fluid + of φ out of = of φ due to + of φ due to

( )ρφ ( )φg φS

Where φ = 1 u v w h k ε etc

of φ of fluid           + of φ out of            = of φ due to                 +        of φ due to 
element fluid element diffusion sources

43

Where φ = 1, u, v, w, h, k, ε, etc.



The Need for Numerical Analysis

• Complex Problems must be solved discretely
• The conservation of a variable for each element is connected 

with the behavior at the neighboring elements all the way out to 
the boundaries.  Thus forming a large series of algebraic g g g
equations which can be organized as a single matrix

• The matrix for each variable is solved iteratively until 
convergence is reachedconvergence is reached 
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The Need for Numerical Analysis
Key Points

• Complex fluid dynamics problems cannot be solved 
analytically

• In order to solve such problems, the problem must 
be broken down into simple solvable elementsbe broken down into simple solvable elements 
(discretized)
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Example of Simple 
Numerical Solution

T=100C T=00CT=10 C T=0 C

di b tiadiabatic
Problem 

Identification

What is the temperature 
throughout the bar?

Pre-Processing

1. Geometry

2. Mesh g
3. Physics

4. Solver Settings

Solve

Post Processing
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Example of Simple 
Numerical Solution

T=100C T=00CT 0 C

1. GeometryProblem 
Identification

2 Mesh

Pre-Processing

1. Geometry

2. Mesh 2. Mesh3. Physics

4. Solver Settings

Solve

Post Processing
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Example of Simple 
Numerical Solution

T=100C T=00CT 10 C T 0 C

3. Physics

Governing Equation
11 2

1
2
1

+− += iii TTT

Problem 
Identification

Boundary Conditions

T0 = 10 0C        T5 = 0 0C

22
Pre-Processing

1. Geometry

2. Mesh

Initial Condition

T1 = T2 = T3 = T4 = 5 0C

3. Physics

4. Solver Settings

1 2 3 4

10 5 5 5 5 0

Solve

Post Processing

48
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Example of Simple 
Numerical Solution

• Iteration 1 marching from left to right…

TEMPERATURETEMPERATURE

0 1 2 3 4 5

Problem 
Identification

P P i 10 5 5 5 5 0

10 7.5 5 5 5 0

Pre-Processing

1. Geometry

2. Mesh

3. Physics

10 7.5 6.25 5 5 0

10 7.5 6.25 5.625 5 0

3. Physics

4. Solver Settings

Solve

10 7.5 6.25 5.625 2.8125 0

Solve

Post Processing
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Example of Simple 
Numerical Solution

• Iterating through…

Temperature in Bar

12

Problem 
Identification

8

10

ra
tu

re

Initial
Condition
1st Iteration

Pre-Processing

1. Geometry

2. Mesh

2

4

6

Te
m

pe
r

2nd Iteration

3rd Iteration

3. Physics

4. Solver Settings

0

2

0 1 2 3 4 5

Node Number

4th Iteration
Solve

Post Processing

50
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Example of Simple 
Numerical Solution

• Post Processing• Post Processing
– Plots, charts, tables, and reports

Temperature in Bar

12

Temperature

Node Numerical Analytical

Problem 
Identification

4

6

8

10

em
pe

ra
tu

re

0 10 10

1 8.2129 8

2 6.2793 6

Pre-Processing

1. Geometry

2. Mesh

0

2

0 1 2 3 4 5

Node Number

Te 3 4.2261 4

4 2.113 2

5 0 0

3. Physics

4. Solver Settings

Solve

Post Processing
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Discretized Equations

• Determining Equation for previous example:

0=+⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ S

dx
dTk

dx
d

1. Governing Equation(재배방정식)
⎠⎝ dxdx

2Td

1-D Steady State Conduction

02 =
dx

Tdk2. Simplified Equation(방정식의단순화)
T

x

11 2
1

2
1

+− += iii TTT3. Discretized Equation(이산화방정식)
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Discretized Equations

• Determining Equation for Fluid Flow:

Governing Equation: Navier-Stokes Equations

div
t

=+
∂
∂ ρρ 0)( UMass

Mx

pv

Sgradudiv
x
pudiv

t
u

∂−∂

++
∂
∂−

=+
∂

∂

ρ

μρρ

)(

)()()(
UX-momentum

M

My

Sgradwdivpwdivw

Sgradvdiv
y
pvdiv

t
v

++
∂−

=+
∂

++
∂
∂

=+
∂

∂

μρρ

μρρ

)()()(

)()()(

U

UY-momentum

Z-momentum

i

Mz

SkgradTdivpdividiv
t
i

Sgradwdiv
z

wdiv
t

+++−=+
∂

∂

++
∂

+
∂

φρρ

μρ

)()()(

)()(

UU

U

Energy
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Geometry of CFD
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The CFD Process
Geometry

ProblemProblem 
Identification

Pre-Processing

1. Geometry

2. Mesh

3. Physics

e 
M

od
el

Solve U
pd

at
e

Post Processing
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H d I t CFD d G t ?How do I create CFD ready Geometry?
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Historical Problems

• In early CFD efforts, geometry for analysis was created
[Historical Slide 1 of 5]

In early CFD efforts, geometry for analysis was created 
from scratch in the analysis tool 

CFD SoftwareCAD Software
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Historical Problems

• Even relatively recently, CAD data was translated to 
[Historical Slide 2 of 5]

y y
independent analysis preprocessors for meshing 

CFD SoftwareMeshing SoftwareCAD Software
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Historical Problems

[Historical Slide 3 of 5]

• This is often no longer acceptable – solutions must be 
CAD integrated 

CFD SoftwareMeshing SoftwareCAD Software
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Getting from CAD to Analysis

[Historical Slide 4 of 5]

• Ansys Workbench provides seamless integration 

CAD Software CFD SoftwareMeshing SoftwareMeshing Software CFD SoftwareCAD Software

Ansys Workbench
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Getting from CAD to Analysis

[Historical Slide 5 of 5]

• ANSYS Workbench is CAD integrated

CAD Software ANSYS Workbench
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Getting from CAD to Analysis

• Example

CFD Model FEA Model

be
nc

h CFD Model FEA Model

FEA Physics

W
or

kb CFD Physics
FEA Physics

FSI R lt

SY
S 

W

CFD Results

FSI Results

A
N

S CFD Results
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Fluid versus Mechanical Simulation

• FEA Analysis often requires few CAD y q
modifications
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Fluid versus Mechanical Simulation

• Geometry simplification is more common for y p
CFD Analysis
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Creating CFD Ready Geometry

Creating CFD Ready GeometryCreating CFD Ready Geometry
1. Simplify geometry
2 S bdi id th d l f t2. Subdivide the model for symmetry or 

periodicity
3 Model the Fluid region3. Model the Fluid region
4. Optionally, divide the fluid region into zones

• For subdomain models (heat source sink)• For subdomain models (heat source, sink)
• For rotating/stationary regions

To take ad antages of other meshing• To take advantages of other meshing 
approaches, eg. Hex or swept mesh in 
long/thin regions

65
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Simplify the Geometry

• Eliminate unnecessary model detail to yield• Eliminate unnecessary model detail to yield 
similar results much faster
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Simplify the Geometry

• Eliminating details yields meshes with fewer• Eliminating details yields meshes with fewer 
elements – faster run times
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Symmetric Models

• Take advantage of physical symmetry where• Take advantage of physical symmetry where 
possible
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Symmetric Models

G t th lt i ½ ti• Get the same results in ½ time
• Replicate graphics during post-processing
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Periodic Models

• Take advantage of model periodicity• Take advantage of model periodicity
• Model one blade instead of 360 degrees

70

Geometry courtesy of PCA Engineers



Model Symmetry vs. Flow Symmetry

• Use care; symmetric geometry does not• Use care; symmetric geometry does not 
necessarily mean symmetric flow

No Symmetry Plane

71

Symmetry Plane



Extracting the Fluid Region

• The part from CAD is typically the solid materialThe part from CAD is typically the solid material
• The fluid zone must be extracted

Example – Flow in a Cast Part
Solid Geometry Filled Body Fluid Body
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Extracting the Fluid Region

Example – Flow in an electronics enclosure

Solid Geometry Enclosed Body Fluid Body
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Divide the Fluid Region

Source or sink subdomain in the Fluid domain Rotating and stationary domain

74

Hybrid mesh(tetra and hexa mehs)



Creating CFD Ready Geometry 
Key Points

• The geometry can often be simplified in order to 
decrease the solution time without affecting the 
accuracy of the resultaccuracy of the result

• Usually we are given solid geometry and we have to• Usually we are given solid geometry and we have to 
extract the fluid region from that
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Example(DesignModeler)

• To illustrate typical operations used toTo illustrate typical operations used to 
prepare a model for CFD analysis using 
ANSYS DesignModelerANSYS DesignModeler
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Example – T-Junction

• Geometry imported as parasolid
– 52 bodies52 bodies
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T-Junction – Symmetric Model

• Sketch a rectangle on the X-Y 
plane

• Extrude using Cut Material
ti Th h Alloption, Through All
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Merge Components

• Freeze model, Unfreeze components to be 
mergedmerged
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Remove Fillet

• In DM, use Face Delete operation
• This kind of operation is easiest in the p

original CAD model
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Fill the Fluid Region

• Use a Fill operation, selecting all the internal 
facesfaces
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Suppress Solid Components

• Fluid region remains
• This is the body to be meshed
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Another Method to get the CFD Solid 

• An alternative to fill for internal flow
• Required for external analysis
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Meshing of CFD
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The CFD Process

ProblemProblem 
Identification

Pre-Processing

1. Geometry

2. Mesh

3. Physics

e 
M

od
el

Solve U
pd

at
e

Post Processing
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What determines whether a mesh is capable 
of delivering high quality CFD results?g g q y
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CFD versus FEA meshing issues

• Structural FEAStructural FEA
– Refine mesh to capture 

gradients of concern
• E.g. temperature, strain energy, 

stress energy, displacement, 
etcetc.

– tet mesh dominated, but hex 
elements still preferred

– some explicit FEA solvers 
require a hex mesh 

– tet meshes for FEA are usually 
second order (include mid-side 
nodes on element edges)
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nodes on element edges)



CFD versus FEA meshing issues

• CFD• CFD
– Refine mesh to capture gradients of 

concern
• E.g. Velocity, pressure, temperature, 

etc.

– Mesh sizes tend to be larger, 
often millions of elements
M t CFD l i f– Most CFD solvers use mix of 
tet/hex/prism/pyramid elements 

– Other methodsOther methods
• Cartesian

– Stair-step or Body-fitted 

88

– Chimera (overlapping meshes)



Mesh Types

• Tet Mesh and Tet/Prism hybridy

89



Mesh Types

• Hex Mesh• Hex Mesh

90



Mesh Types

• Tet Mesh• Tet Mesh
1) Can be generated quickly, automatically, and for 

complicated geometrycomplicated geometry

Mesh can be generated in 2 steps:

Step 1: Define element sizing

Step 2: Generate Mesh
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Mesh Types

• Tet MeshTet Mesh
2) Isotropic refinement – in order to capture gradients 

in one direction, mesh is refined in all three ,
directions – cell counts rise rapidly

Perforated plate
resulting in pressure
d i di tidrop in x direction

92
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Mesh Types

• Tet MeshTet Mesh
3) Inflation layer helps with refinement normal to the 

wall, but still isotropic in 2-D (surface mesh), p ( )
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Mesh Types

• Hex Mesh
1) F l t i d t l h i f1) Fewer elements required to resolve physics for 

most CFD applications  
Example a) This hexahedral mesh which provides the sameExample a) This hexahedral mesh, which provides the same 

resolution of flow physics, has LESS than half the 
amount of nodes as the tet-mesh)

TET HEX
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Mesh Types

• Hex Mesh
1) Fewer elements required to resolve physics for 

most CFD applications.  
E l b) A i t i l t b li d ithExample b) Anisotropic elements can be aligned with 

anisotropic physics (boundary layers, areas of tight 
curvature like wing leading and trailing edges) 
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Mesh Types

• Hex MeshHex Mesh
2) A multi-step process which can yield a high 

quality/high efficiency mesh but is often more q y g y
laborious  
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Multi-zone Approach

H h i i• Hex mesh in some regions
– Fan and heat sink

• Hybrid tet/prism mesh in others
• Best combination ofBest combination of

– Accuracy, efficient solve time
M hi ti– Meshing time 

97

Model courtesy of ROI Engineering



Ongoing Development

• Working on best-of-both worlds methodsg

– Extruded mesh near 
wallswalls

• Mix of hex and prisms (extruded 
quads and tris)

– Unstructured volume 
mesh

• Tets in the interior, pyramids 
where necessary
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Mesh Quality - Element Quality

• Element QualityElement Quality
Three Measures of Element Quality:

1) Element Volume Ratio1) Element Volume Ratio
2) Edge Length Ratio
3) Face Angle3) Face Angle
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Mesh Quality – Volume Ratio

1) Element Volume Ratio1) Element Volume Ratio
• The node becomes less representative of the element the 

further away it is from the center

maximum volume of element touching a node
minimum volume of element touching a nodeu o u e o e e e t touc g a ode

Integration Point
Node

100

EVR = 1.1 EVR = 2.2



Mesh Quality – Volume Ratio

1) Element Volume Ratio1) Element Volume Ratio
• The node becomes less representative of the element the 

further away it is from the center

maximum volume of element touching a node
minimum volume of element touching a nodeu o u e o e e e t touc g a ode

Integration Point
Node

100

EVR = 1.1 EVR = 2.2



Mesh Quality – Aspect Ratio

2) Edge Length Ratio2) Edge Length Ratio
• The node becomes less representative of the element 

portions lying further away

Longest Edge of a face
Shortest Edge of a faceg

Integration Point
Node

101

AR = 1.1 AR = 2.7



Mesh Quality - Skewness

3) Face Angle
Th fl ti b l t / t bl th l t• The flux equations become less accurate/stable as the elements 
become more skewed since adjustments must be made to 
account for misalignment of element face with gradient direction

Maximum Face Angle = Largest face angle for all faces that touch a node
Minimum Face Angle = Smallest face angle for all faces that touch a node
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Mesh Quality - Element Quality

As Element Volume Ratio
As Edge Length RatioAs Edge Length Ratio

As Face Angle becomes less orthogonal

Accuracy
and/orand/or

Stability
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Mesh Quality - Element Quality

• Influence of Element Type

Hex Angles maintainedHex – Angles maintained

Tet – Angles deteriorate

Prism – Angles maintained
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Mesh Quality - Element Quality 
Key Points

It i t d i bl t h l t• It is most desirable to have elements 
which are:

• Equal Sized
• Equilateral
• Orthogonal

• When elements deviate far from this 
accuracy or stability may be compromisedy y y p
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Mesh Quality – Mesh Density

G id D it• Grid Density
– More Elements results in…

Improved Accuracy
+ Better resolution of gradients
+ Potentially higher quality

Improved Accuracy 
and Stability

elements

- More algebraic equations to 
Increased CPU time 

and cost

solve for more nodes
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Mesh Quality – Mesh Density

• Grid Density
– Improvements to accuracy diminish as density p y y

increases

Error
Modeling 

Errors
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Mesh Quality – Mesh Density

• Mesh Refinement Studyy
1) Determine values of concern (e.g. pressure ratio, outlet 

temperature, etc.)
2) C t h ith d C t t l t 22) Create a coarse mesh with n nodes.  Create at least 2 

other meshes with f*n and f2n nodes (where f is a 
multiplication factor). 

3) Locate region where value plateaus 

Outlet 
Temperature

N t F i id ll 8 ( h th h

# of Elements

Note: F is ideally 8 (where the mesh
density is double in each direction)
but a factor of 2 is most often used in
practice.
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Mesh Quality – Mesh Density 
Key Points

I i h d it ill i• Increasing mesh density will improve 
results and increase solution time

• A mesh density study can be conducted to 
d i h h d i hi h ffdetermine the mesh density which offers 
the best compromise of accuracy and 

l i isolution time
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Mesh Quality – Mesh Refinement

L l G id R fi t• Local Grid Refinement

– Refine the mesh in regions of high flow g g
gradients or with large changes, such as 
shocksshocks
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Mesh Quality – Mesh Refinement

• Near Wall Behavior
N li ll th t di t i• Near a no-slip wall, there are strong gradients in 
the dependent variables.

In order to properly capture the velocity profile along the 
wall, there must be a sufficient element count near the 
wall…which is the reason for including an inflation or 
prism prism layerprism prism layer.

Flow through a pipe
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Mesh Quality – Mesh Refinement

• Near Wall Behavior
• The required near wall resolution is dependent on 

near wall turbulent nature (and turbulence model) 
and streamline curvature  

St
High Reynolds # Low Reynolds #

Strong 
Streamline 
Curvature

Diff t t b l d l i diff t• Different turbulence models require different 
first node y+ values (y+ is a dimensionless 
measure of distance from the wall)measure of distance from the wall)

– k-ε: 20 < y+ < 100

– SST: y+ < 2

wy
y

ρτ
μ

+ =
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Mesh Quality – Mesh Refinement 
Key Points

I d t i ith i i l• In order to increase accuracy with minimal 
impact on solution time, the mesh density 

h ld l b i d i th i fshould only be increased in the regions of 
high gradients

• Fluids experience strong gradients near 
ll b k hwalls so extra care must be taken when 

meshing these regions 
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Example: 
Exhaust Manifold

Si l f i• Six layers of prism

• 455000 elements

• 167000 nodes
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Example:
Heat Exchanger

229000 Nodes229000 Nodes               
202564 Elements

CPU: 46 minCPU: 46 min                   
(Intel Pentium IV, 3.2 GHz)

Blocking Hex -
mesh

O-Grid-
Struktur
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Physics modeling for the CFD
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The CFD Process

ProblemProblem 
Identification

Pre-Processing

1. Geometry

2. Mesh

3. Physics

e 
M

od
el

Solve U
pd

at
e

Post Processing
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What do I need to know about the problem 
physics in order to set up a CFD case?p y p
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Revisiting the
Heat Conduction Problem

T=100C T=00CT=100C

Ph i StPhysics Steps:
i) Specify Governing Equations 11 2

1
2
1

+− += iii TTT

ii) Specify Boundary Conditions

T = 10 0C T = 0 0C

11 22 +iii

T0 = 10 0C        T5 = 0 0C

iii) Specify Initial Condition

T1 = T2 = T3 = T4 = 5 0C
10 5 5 5 5 0
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Governing Equations
Fluid Flow Transport Equations

• Flow requires the solution of mass and momentum transFlow requires the solution of mass and momentum trans
port equations 

• Material must be selected since material properties such 
as density, viscosity, and thermal conductivity are requir
ed for transport equations
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Governing Equations
Heat Transfer

• Heat transfer in a fluid domain is modeled using a Navier-
Stokes transport EquationStokes transport Equation

( ) E
T SUUUUTh

tt
h

+⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ •∇−∇+∇•∇+∇•∇=∇+

∂
∂

−
∂

∂ δμλρρρ
3
2)()(

U
⎠⎝

SourceViscous workConvectionTransient Conduction
• Heat transfer in a solid domain is modeled using a 

simplified transport equation (conjugate heat transfer)

ConvectionTransient Conduction

( ) ( ) E
p ST

t
TC

+∇•∇=
∂

∂
λ

ρ
t∂

Transient Conduction Source
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Governing Equations
Turbulence

• Turbulent flows are unsteady, three-dimensional and dissipative by 
nature.

• Most fluid problems are turbulent.  As shown below, even on simple 
geometry there is often complex flow
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Governing Equations
Turbulence

– Turbulent flows affect the solution 
in the following ways:in the following ways:

• improve mixing 

increase noise• increase noise

• Increase frictional losses

• Later separation under pressure• Later separation under pressure 
gradients

• Interactions with other effectsInteractions with other effects 
(combustion, chemistry, 
multiphase)

– It is important to accurately capture 
the turbulent nature of the flow.
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Governing Equations
Turbulence

• The mass and momentum equations should account for turbulence 
h ddi i t b d t f t l d ti lhowever eddies exist on a broad spectrum of temporal and spatial 
scales.  It is much too computationally expensive to adequately 
simulate all scales (requires extremely fine mesh and time step)simulate all scales (requires extremely fine mesh and time step). 

DNS
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Governing Equations
Turbulence

• Many models have been developed to approximate the effects 
of turbulence

• These can be grouped into 3 categories (briefly discussed on 
following slides):

1. Direct Numerical Simulation

2. Most Relevant Scales Simulated, other scales Modelled

3. RANS Equations
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Governing Equations
Turbulence

1) Direct Numerical Simulation

All l f ti l d– All scales of motion are resolved

– 3D transient simulation for 2D flow

Includes all effects (transition)– Includes all effects (transition)

DNS
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Governing Equations
Turbulence

2) Most Relevant Scales Simulated, other scales Modelled

LES (l dd i l ti ) DES (d t h d dd i l ti ) & SAS– LES (large eddy simulation), DES (detached eddy simulation), & SAS 
(Scale Adaptive Simulation)

– The scales corresponding to the high energy containing eddies areThe scales corresponding to the high energy containing eddies are 
simulated, the rest are modelled
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Governing Equations
Turbulence

3) Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes

E i i l i t t d i d titi– Engineers are in many cases only interested in averaged quantities.

– Averaging of the equations is appropriate.

Resolution only of mean flow features– Resolution only of mean flow features.

– Symmetries can be exploited:

• 2-dimensional.

• Symmetric geometry and flow conditions.

)()()( UU ),()(),( txuxUtxU +=
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Governing Equations
Turbulence

3) Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes

A i l d t 6 dditi l t (R ld St ) hi h i l– Averaging leads to 6 additional terms (Reynolds Stresses) which involve
products of fluctuating velocities and constitute convective momentum
transfer due to the velocity fluctuationsy

– There are several techniques used to close these equations so that a
wide variety of flow problems can be calculated (upcoming slides)
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Governing Equations
Turbulence

3) Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes

R ld St M d l– Reynolds Stress Models
• Modelling of unknown correlations in Reynolds Stress equations (6 equations for Reynolds 

Stress transport are solved along with a model equation for the scalar dissipation rate, ε)

– Eddy Viscosity Models (2 Equation Models)
• Reduced model by assuming Reynolds stresses are proportional to mean velocity 

gradients (Thus instead of 6 equations for Reynolds Stress transport only 1 is needed)

• Accounts for turbulent effects in viscosity term

)(kf
• The most commonly used 2-Equation Models are the k-ε and SST (k-ω) models

eddyeff μμμ += ),,( ωεμ kfeddy =where
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Governing Equations
Turbulence

• k-ε Model• k-ε Model
– Widely used – the “industrial CFD” standard
– Has been implemented in most general purpose CFD codes
– Known limitations with

• Flows with boundary layer separation
• Flows with sudden changes in the mean strain rateFlows with sudden changes in the mean strain rate
• Flows in rotating fluids
• Flows over curved surfaces
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Governing Equations
Turbulence

• Shear Stress Transport (SST) Model• Shear Stress Transport (SST) Model
– Recommended for high accuracy boundary layer simulations
– Good combination of accuracy and stability
– Fine near-wall mesh spacing is recommended (first node y+<2 and 

at least 10 nodes in the boundary layer)

k-ε fails to predict separation

SST result and experiment
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Governing Equations
Turbulence

• Capturing the gradients near the wall
– There are two ways to adequately

uy

There are two ways to adequately 
account for sharp gradients in the flow 
field near the wall due to wall effects
W ll F ti High Reynolds Number– Wall Functions

• Most often, the boundary layer is predictable 
and can be accurately estimated using wall 
functions In such cases as long as the first

High Reynolds Number 
(Highly Turbulent)

functions.  In such cases, as long as the first 
node is placed within the applicable range of the 
wall functions the solver will account for the 
profile

u
y

– Resolve Boundary Layer
• In some cases (boundary layer separation, 

sudden changes in the mean strain rate, 

Low Reynolds Number

sudden changes in the mean strain rate, 
rotating fluids, flows over curved surfaces) the 
profile is not predictable.  In such cases, the 
mesh must be fine enough in order to resolve 
th di t

u
y
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Governing Equations
Turbulence

• Capturing the gradients near the wall
– The distance of the a node from the wall can be measured in a non-

dimensional term (y+) which is a function of the distance as well as 
the local flow

μ
ρτ wy

y =+

– Different turbulence models have different first node y+ criteria
• k-ε: 20 < y+ < 100
• SST: y+ < 2

– y+ can be plotted as a variable after a simulation has been 
completed (example on next slide)p ( p )
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Governing Equations
Turbulence

Note: This simulation was not conducted using an automatic wall function 
approach which blends in wall functions if the mesh is not adequately resolved
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Governing Equations
Buoyancy

• Phenomenon where flow is 
influenced by density variation

• Can arise from a number of sources: 
1) Local temperature variations 
2) In multicomponent flows, 

variations in the mass fractionvariations in the mass fraction 
3) In multiphase flows, the 

difference in density between y
the phases 

4) For ideal gases and real fluids, 
local pressure variations cause 
changes in density
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Governing Equations
Buoyancy

• Handling of Buoyancy:
1. Determine Effect of Buoyancy

a. Full Buoyancy Model
– Used when fluid density is a function of temperature or 

pressurepressure
b. Boussinesq Model

– Used when density change is relatively small and therefore 
constant fluid density is assumed

– This model applies a local gravitational body force 
throughout the fluidthroughout the fluid
Gravitational Body Force α Fluid Thermal Expansivity

α Tlocal – Treference

2. Add source term to the momentum transport equation to 
account for buoyancy

pv ∂−∂ )(ρ
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Governing Equations
Many more models available

• In the past section we explored the basic 
modeling optionsg p
– Fluid flow governing equations & Material 

Properties
– Heat transfer
– Turbulence & wall treatment
– Buoyancy

B l i li t f dditi l d l• Below is a list of some additional models
– Combustion
– Multiphase

Radiation– Radiation
– Compressible flow
– Mesh Deformation

Non Newtonian Flow– Non-Newtonian Flow
– Particle Transport Modeling
– …more
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Boundary Conditions

• Boundary conditions are required on all regions at the outer 
extremities of the domain to be simulated (bound the problem)

• There are 5 basic flow boundary conditions 

OutletOutletWall

Inlet Opening
Symmetry
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Boundary Conditions
Inlets and Outlets

Inlets are used predominantly for regions where• Inlets are used predominantly for regions where 
inflow is expected; however, inlets also support 
outflow as a result of velocity specified boundary y p y
conditions. 

• The same concept applies to outlets
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Boundary Conditions
Openings

A tifi i l ll t t d ith th i t• Artificial walls are not erected with the opening type 
boundary, as both inflow and outflow are allowed 
(although you may have to specify information that(although you may have to specify information that 
is used if the flow becomes locally inflow 

Pressure Specified OpeningPressure Specified Opening
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Boundary Conditions
Specifying Well Posed BC’s

• The boundary settings have a strong effect on• The boundary settings have a strong effect on
the convergence rate and on the accuracy of
h lthe results
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Boundary Conditions
Specifying Well Posed BC’s

• Tip 1: Distinguishing between static pressure andTip 1: Distinguishing between static pressure and 
average static pressure

• The average static pressure specification is less stringent since 
it ll f th fi ld t l t th i l t Thiit allows for the pressure field to evolve at the inlet.  This may 
undesirably result in wide ranging pressures at the inlet.

Static Pressure = 1 atm Average Static Pressure = 1 atm
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Boundary Conditions
Specifying Well Posed BC’s

• Tip 2: Distinguishing between opening and outletp g g p g
• The outlet boundary condition is more stringent since it will 

erect artificial walls at the outlet to enforce outflow.  This 
may stall convergence and result in an inaccurate solutionmay stall convergence and result in an inaccurate solution.

• The opening boundary condition is more flexible, however, 
the properties of the returning fluid must be accurately 

ifi dspecified.

B t di th d i f th t /d t it• By extending the domain further upstream/downstream it 
will be easier to specify an accurate static pressure and 
outlet BC
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Boundary Conditions
Specifying Well Posed BC’s

• Tip 3: Distinguishing between Heat Flux and p g g
Temperature specification

• Specifying a heat flux at a wall allows for the wall 
t t t l ith th l ti h thtemperature to evolve with the solution, however, the 
energy input with this specification is unbounded and so the 
solution can become unstable and unphysical if the heat 
fl i ifi d t t iflux is specified near stagnant regions.
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Boundary Conditions
Specifying Well Posed BC’s

• Tip 4: Do not over/under specify the problemy
• The flow equations (mass and momentum transport 

equations) require adequately specified inlet and outlet 
BC’s

• Balance between giving the solver the freedom to gradually 
approach the correct answer and not giving the solver 
enough information to calculate physical results

• Example 4a: A very unreliable setup
x

Static Pressure

Inlet total pressure and system mass flow are both an

Static Pressure

– Inlet total pressure and system mass flow are both an 
implicit result of the prediction

– This combination is a very weak constraint on the 
system
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Boundary Conditions
Specifying Well Posed BC’s

• Tip 4: Do not over/under specify the problemp p y p
• The flow equations (mass and momentum transport 

equations) require adequately specified inlet and outlet 
BC’sBC s

• Balance between giving the solver the freedom to gradually 
approach the correct answer and not giving the solver 

h i f ti t l l t h i l ltenough information to calculate physical results
• Example 4b: A setup that is sensitive to the initial guess

x

Static Pressure

x

Total Pressure

– System mass flow is part of the solution

Static Pressure
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Boundary Conditions
Specifying Well Posed BC’s

• Tip 4: Do not over/under specify the problemp p y p
• The flow equations (mass and momentum transport 

equations) require adequately specified inlet and outlet 
BC’sBC s

• Balance between giving the solver the freedom to gradually 
approach the correct answer and not giving the solver 

h i f ti t l l t h i l ltenough information to calculate physical results
• Example 4c: A robust setup

x

Velocity or Mass Flow

Total Pressure

– Static pressure at the outlet and velocity at the inlet are 
a part of the solution

y
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Boundary Conditions
Specifying Well Posed BC’s

• Tip 4: Do not over/under specify the problemp p y p
• The flow equations (mass and momentum transport 

equations) require adequately specified inlet and outlet 
BC’sBC s

• Balance between giving the solver the freedom to gradually 
approach the correct answer and not giving the solver 

h i f ti t l l t h i l ltenough information to calculate physical results

• Example 4d: Most robust setupxp p

Static Pressure

Velocity or Mass 
Flow

– The Inlet total pressure is an implicit result of the predict
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Boundary Conditions
Key Point

• Boundary conditions drawn from• Boundary conditions drawn from 
experimental data are not necessarily best 
suited for specifying a CFD problemsuited for specifying a CFD problem

• Take care not to over/under specify 
b d ditiboundary conditions 
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Initial Conditions

• The initial variable values serve to give the CFD-Solver a flow 
field from which to start its calculations

• Convergence is more rapidly achieved if sensible initial values 
are provided However converged results should not beare provided. However, converged results should not be 
affected by the initialization
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Initial Conditions
Example

• Constant heat flux applied at the wall
• Find outlet temperature• Find outlet temperature

Good – center of pipe at inlet temperature (293K), at R = 0.08 temperature set    to (300K) and 
increase linearly to 600K at R = 0.1 (wall)

q”
Effect of Initial Guess

Automatic – everywhere inside the pipe is at the inlet temperature
Bad – everywhere inside the pipe is at 200K

Ti = 293K
q

340

360

380

280

300

320

Te
m

pe
ra

tu
re

 (K
)

Good Initial Guess
Automatic Initial Guess

240

260

280

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Automatic Initial Guess
Bad Initial Guess
Expected Temperature
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Initial Conditions
Key Points

• Chose initial conditions close to the• Chose initial conditions close to the 
expected solution to reduce solution time 
and ensure correct resultsand ensure correct results
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Solver Concept for the CFD
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How do you monitor and control the solving 
process?p
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Monitoring the Solver
Imbalance

• Global ImbalanceGlobal Imbalance
– A measure of global conservation (mass, momentum, energy)
– The solving process most often starts off with a large imbalance as a result of an imperfect 

initial guess but gradually evolves towards acceptable balance

IN

OUTIN

Total
TotalTotalimbalance −

=
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Monitoring the Solver
Residuals

• ResidualsResiduals
– In general, the solver assembles the transport equations into 

matrices and solves the problem iteratively
– At first, the solution matrix is populated with the initial guess but with 

each iteration it evolves to a new solution
– The difference between the left hand side and the right hand side is g

a residual matrix composed of n terms
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Monitoring the Solver
Residuals

• ResidualsResiduals
– The residuals reflect how well the matrices are 

being solved
– There are two ways to organize the residuals 

to reflect convergence
1) RMS (root mean square)) ( q )

• A single value which reflects the overall 
average level of convergence

• Reasonable Target in CFX: 1E-4g
• Reasonable Target in FLUENT: 1E-5

2) MAX (maximum)
A single value which reflects the worst• A single value which reflects the worst 
level of convergence

• Reasonable Target in CFX: 1E-3
R bl T t i FLUENT 1E 4
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Monitoring the Solver
Monitor Points and Expressions

• Monitor Points and ExpressionsMonitor Points and Expressions
– Monitor the convergence of expressions that qualify the physics

• Pressure Drop• Pressure Drop
• Torque
• Temperature at several probe pointsp p p
• Drag
• Etc.
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Monitoring the Solver
Key Points

• In order to monitor solver one shouldIn order to monitor solver one should 
monitor the convergence of the following:

• Global Imbalances• Global Imbalances
• Residuals
• Expressions and/or values qualifying 

physics
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Advection Scheme

• The advection schemes implemented can 
be cast in the form:

where          is the value at the upwind node,      
i th t f th i d d t th i

Theory

φip φup β φ∇ Δr⋅+=
φup
r

• Upwind

is the vector from the upwind node to the ip
is the average of adjacent nodal gradients

Upwind

r
∇φ Flow is misaligned 

with mesh

• Upwind
– 1st Order Accurate, robust

• Specified Blend Factor

Upwind
Scheme

– β fixed throughout the domain
– Solution is not bounded (can get overshoots and undershoots)

• High Resolution
β=1.00

g
– Default. Bounded 2nd order accurate
– b varies through the domain to keep the solution bounded

Always obtain final solution using high resolution High – Always obtain final solution using high resolution
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Steady State vs. 
Transient Simulations

• Steady State problems are independent of time: 
solution is unchanging in time

• Transient problems are time dependent: the solution 
varies with timevaries with time
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Steady State Simulations

• For Steady State simulations the solver iteratesFor Steady State simulations, the solver iterates 
towards a single unchanging solution

• This gradual evolution under-relaxes equation non-This gradual evolution under relaxes equation non
linearities and improves solver stability 

Initial GuessInitial Guess

30 iterations

50 iterations

100 iterations

120 iterations

150 iterations

Final Solution
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Steady State Simulations

• There are two ways in which to under-relax 
the solution
– Under-relaxation factors (FLUENT)

φnew = (1-r)φold + (r)φnewφnew  (1 r)φold + (r)φnew

– False Timestepping (CFX)False Timestepping (CFX)
• Transient terms are included in the transport 

equations to allow for evolution of solution as equa o s o a o o e o u o o so u o as
dictated by the timestep size 
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Steady State Simulations

Drag

Iteration

Drag

Iteration

Increased Timestep Size/

Under-relaxation Factor

Drag
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Steady State Simulations

• Solver defaults are often acceptable but if p
you are finding that convergence is too 
slow or unstable try the following:y g

1. Start with a small timestep to get solution going
2. Switch to a larger timestep to quickly capture g p q y p

overall behavior
3. Switch to a smaller timestep to refine solution

Δt2Δt1 Δt3

Residual
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Steady State Simulations 
Key Points

• Under-relaxation factors / timescales are used in 
Steady State simulations to allow the solver to 
stably iterate towards a Steady State solution

• Selection of under-relaxation factor / timescale size 
affects the stability and rate of convergence 
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Transient Simulations

• Transient cases require converged solutions 
for each snapshot in timefor each snapshot in time

Steady State Transient

Instant in time t = 2 secondst = 1 seconds

--Each instant needs to be converged Time 
consuming
--Data for each instant must be written so more 

t = 4 secondst = 3 seconds

memory is required
--For transient solutions, start with a good initial 
guess and reasonable timestep
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Transient Simulations

• In terms of mesh refinement, only flow phenomenon in the 
order of the element size (length scale) will be captured( g ) p

• Similarly, in terms of transient behavior, only flow 
phenomenon in the order of the timestep size (time scale) 
will be captured

Time

will be captured
Eddies of higher frequency captured

Mesh

Eddies of small length scale 
t t d b h
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Transient Simulations

• Timestep StudyTimestep Study
1) Determine values of concern (e.g. pressure ratio, outlet 

temperature, etc.)
2) Choose a timestep size (t) of order of interest.  Run a 

small period of the simulation using 0.5t, t, and 2t. 
3) The smaller timestep results are more accurate so if the3) The smaller timestep results are more accurate, so if the 

results from 0.5t and t differ, t is too large   

Outlet 
Temperature
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Transient Simulations 
Key Point

• Transient simulations model behavior• Transient simulations model behavior 
through time  
T i t i l ti i ti• Transient simulations require more time, 
memory, and user input than steady state 

i l tisimulations
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Running in Parallel

• A case can be solved on multipleA case can be solved on multiple 
processors to decrease the solution time

16 Partitions
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Running in Parallel

• Parallel Speedup is approximately equal to 
th b f CPUthe number of CPUs 

Parallel Scaling Using Different InterconnectsParallel Scaling Using Different Interconnects
(CFX11)

70.0
SMP

50.0

60.0

Sp
ee

du
p

SMP
100 Base-T
Gigabit
Hyperfabric2
ideal linear • Test results  courtesy of Dr. 

30.0

40.0

Pa
ra

lle
l ideal linear est esu ts cou tesy o

M. Ehrig, HPTC
• PA 8800 superdome
• 80 million nodes
• Low data transfer

20.0
20 30 40 50 60 70

Number of CPUs

• Low data transfer 
algorithm 
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Running in Parallel

• Parallel runs have similar convergence to 
serial runs

Sequential: Parallel (2 Partitions):
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Running in Parallel

Best Practices• Best Practices
– Don’t run small jobs in parallel

Use machines which have similar levels of– Use machines which have similar levels of 
performance

– Ensure processors are networked with highEnsure processors are networked with high 
speed connection
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Running in Parallel 
Key Points

• Cases which are too large to be run on a single g g
computer can be partitioned into smaller pieces and 
distributed across many computers

• Running in parallel is fully automated and yields 
quicker solutions without affecting convergence  
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Improving Convergence

1) Why does my solution crash when it starts?1) Why does my solution crash when it starts?  
Res

2) Why does my solution not converge well?
Iteration

Res
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Improving Convergence

1) Causes of Start Up Problems1) Causes of Start-Up Problems  
a) Poor initial guess

Res Res Res

Iteration Iteration Iteration

Poor Initial Guess Good Initial Guess Very Good Initial Guess
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Improving Convergence

1) Causes of Start-Up Problems) p
a) Poor initial guess

Improve initial guess or first solve case using simpler, p g g p ,
more robust models

Laminar Flow Turbulent Flow

Upwind High Resolution

Incompressible Compressible

Isothermal Thermal Energy
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Improving Convergence

1) Causes of Start-Up Problems) p
b) Poorly specified boundary conditions

Use the most robust settings when possible

x

St ti P

Static Pressure

Static Pressure

x

Static Pressure

x

Velocity or Mass 
Flow
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Improving Convergence

1) Causes of Start-Up Problems) p
c) Timestep/under-relaxation factor is too aggressive

Use a smaller (more robust) timestep

Drag Dragg

Iteration

Drag

Iteration

g
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Improving Convergence

2) Causes of Convergence Problems?  ) g
a) Poor quality mesh

Create better quality elements: geometry simplification/alteration, mesh 
modifications mesh refinement etcmodifications, mesh refinement, etc.
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Improving Convergence

2) Causes of Convergence Problems?
cause startup problems and 
convergence problems. 

b) Improper boundary condition selection
Set boundary conditions which are representative of the flow 
physics (opening).  Also, select geometry extents which allow 
for easy specification of most accurate boundary 
specificationsp
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Improving Convergence

2) Causes of Convergence Problems?  
c) Modeling transient behavior with a steady state 
simulation

Ensure correct simulation type has been chosen
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Improving Convergence

2) Causes of Convergence Problems?2) Causes of Convergence Problems?  
d) Advection Scheme is not stable for this case 

Decrease the order of the advection scheme

Blend Factor 1 Hi h R l tiBlend Factor 1 High Resolution
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Improving Convergence

2) Causes of Convergence Problems?2) Causes of Convergence Problems?  
e) Measurements of poor convergence are not     
reflective of quality of solutionreflective of quality of solution

Monitor equations which qualify physics

DragMax
Res

IterationIteration
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CFD Application!
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CFD 적용분야

PowerPower
Generation

Oil&Gas
Industry

Healthcare

Automotive
Aerospace
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CFD 적용분야

PowerPower
Generation

Oil&Gas
Industry

Healthcare

Automotive
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Aerospace
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Aerospace
Avionics(항공전자기기) Cooling

Conjugate heat transfer

Air conditioning
Natural, mixed and forced convection
Comfort indices, PPD, PMV (ISO 7730)
HumidityHumidity
Solar loading

Path lines within the cargo hold of the A400M occupied 
by passengers
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Aerospace

Aircraft Nacelle
Thermal environment ventilation
External aerodynamics
Aeroacoustics
Mixer & chevrons(V 형상) 
Icing

CFD Analysis of Fire Extinguishing System for an Aircraft Nacelle

Wings
E t l A d iExternal Aerodynamics

- Advanced turbulence & transition modeling
Fluid-structure interaction       

- One and two way Interaction
A l ti it l i- Aeroelasticity analysis
Fuel tanks

Geometry and grid courtesy of 
EADS Deutschland GmbH MilitaryEADS Deutschland GmbH, Military 
Air Systems.
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Aerospace

Projectile
Flow
Moving mesh

Engine designs
Turbo systems
Fan

Landing gears
Acoustics

- Fan
- LP and HP compressors
- Combustion chamber
- HP and LP turbines 

Acoustics
Flow
Braking systems

- Thermal transients
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F l i & h d li t

Aerospace
Fuel, air & hydraulics systems

Muli purpose
- Valves, pipes, ducts, tanks
- Compressor lines
- Filters
- Mixing
- Air, fuel
Optimization

- Fully parametrized process
- Design of experimentsDesign of experiments
- Design for Six Sigma
Fluid structure interation

- One-way stresses and deformations
-Two-way moving & deforming bodies

Multibody flexible dynamics

Fluid Structure Interaction in a Ball Valve 

- Multibody flexible dynamics

Flaps & high lift devices
Performance

- Lift, drag, weight
Transients

- Moving and deforming bodies
- One and two-way fluid-Structure interactions
- Multibody flexible dynamics
Acoustics
External CAE couplings- External CAE couplings McDonnell Douglas 30P-30N 3-Element Flap
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Automotive

EMI from mobile 
phone useAerodynamics

Exhaust 
Manifold

Climate Control

Fan

Brake

Cylinder Block

Brake 
Caliper

C k h ftCrankshaft

Engine Piston Battery

Radiator

Engine Piston Battery
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Automotive

Aerodynamics
Autodynamics
Acoustic

Autodynamics Acoustic
197



Automotive

Underhood Thermal Management

Complete underhood & 
underbody analysis
Sub-System and component 
level analysisy

– Engine compartment, fans
– Heat exchangers, exhaust 

system…
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Automotive

– Optimize inflator design from the aspect of gas

Airbag inflators(팽창기)

Optimize inflator design from the aspect of gas 
flow delivery in the airbag

– Gas flow data are input for crash simulations
– Need detailed characterization of the gas flow 

i id d/ t id th i fl tinside and/or outside the inflator

Tank Filling
Free surfaceFree surface
Transient flow
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Automotive

Air handing systems Catalytic converter
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Automotive
Headlight & lamp housing

Convection
- Buoyancy driven
- Laminar
- Weak heat transfer

Conduction
- Thin walls of casing
- Heat transfer in bulb sockets

Radiation
- Heat transfer from filament
- Heat transfer between surfaces

Conjugate heat transfer

Brake
CFD for high-fidelity cooling
Coupled CFD and  mechanical

Wall temperature at the outside of the headlamp casing.
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Automotive

Images courtesy 
Advanced 

Fuel Cells(연료전지)

Engineering 
Solutions and
INTA, Spanish 
Institute for 
Aerospace 
Technology

Channel design that optimizes

Liquid water concentration on a slice through the cathode channel

Channel design that optimizes 
distribution of oxygen (hydrogen) 
to the cathode (anode)
Thermal stresses and cooling 
plate design
Materials

- High costs
P t i ti- Property variation

Space limitations
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Healthcare

Incubator analysis Inhaler(흡입기)

Contours of oxygen 
concentration plotted on 
vertical planes inside Inlet entrainvertical planes inside 
incubator

Inlet-entrain
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Healthcare

Breathing analysis

Particle delivery efficiency in human respiratory system 
is study with CFD
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Healthcare

Cardiovascular(심혈관)

left renal

celiac

right renal left renal

inferior
mesenteric

Wall Strain
Rate

right renal

t l ili i t l ili

superior mesenteric

external iliacinternal iliac

Aorta(대동맥) geometry extracted from 
CT d t i Mi i ftCT scan data using Mimics software.  
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Healthcare

multilumen tubing

Designing the multilumen tubing

Medical fluids inside the lumenMedical fluids inside the lumen
Deformable solid tube

Free surface
Outlet

Die walls

Free surface

Plane of symmetry

Inlet

Plane of symmetry
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Healthcare

Complex fluid structure interaction

Biomedical Valves

Nonlinear material for artificial heart valves
Locally turbulent flow
Accurate prediction of the valve motion necessary

Pathlines through the aortic valve 
during the opening phase at opening 

l f 37 5° thli l dangles of 37.5°; pathlines are colored 
with respect to pressure values

The flow through the valve is 
shown at four times during the 
cardiac cycle, as the valve 
h f f ll tchanges from fully open to 

fully closed
Simulation of three-lobe 
biomedical valve that deforms 
in response to pressure pulse 
at the inletat the inlet
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Healthcare

Minimizing the size of the pump

Blood Pump

g p p
Avoid damaging any blood cells
Pump performance under different flow rates
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Oil & Gas Industry

Broadest range of CAE solutions for

Oil and gas productionOil and gas production 
Transport 
Refiningg
Downstream processing
Oil and gas machinery and equipment 
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Oil & Gas Industry

Detailed mapping of wind loads on all elements of the 
structure
Ability to study the effect of under water waves

Offshore Structures Wind and Wave Loading

Ability to study the effect of under water waves
Fluid-induced motion (FIM) studies
Studies which can account for extreme loads due to 
storms, including the effect of wind headings 
Enhanced understanding of the forces and flow details 
around helicopter decks
Visual illustrations of recirculation and low flow areas for 
smoke and pollutant dispersion concerns

i d d leeward

Pressure distribution, production troll

windward leeward

Transient pressure 
distribution caused by 
ocean waves on anocean waves on an 
shallow water platform Smoke dispersion 

on an offshore 
platform
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Oil & Gas Industry

Understand and eliminate the sources of 
accidental release of chemicals and

Environmental Pollution Dispersion

accidental release of chemicals and 
pollutants
Predict dispersion behavior of pollutants 
and their downstream movement under 
various operating conditions and wind 
effects
Simulate pollutant dispersion and what-if 
conditions for Gas cloud dispersion sensitivity to wind directionconditions for 

- Pool fires
- Accidental release
- Cloud dispersion

Gas cloud volume of 80% is dispersed at different wind headings for an 
onshore rig

Plumes from an evaporating pool of spilled liquid Iso-surface of temperature used to show extents of plume
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Oil & Gas Industry

ANSYS offers, integrated, interoperable 
advanced technologies to help design some

Vortex-Induced Motion

advanced technologies to help design some 
of the most demanding offshore structures. 

FSI simulations helps with strategies forFSI simulations helps with strategies for 
vortex attenuation, structural design of 
SPAR and support legs, mooring lines, 
validation and code checkvalidation and code check.

Other Applications:
Umbilicals
Risers
Subsea structures
Tension leg platforms
Semisubmersibles
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Oil & Gas Industry

Slug catcher separates residual liquid 
from gas at end of pipeline

Inlet Gas outlet

Slug flow

from gas at end of pipeline
Gas pipeline from off-shore field to 
land-based Hannibal terminal
Every few days a sphere is passed 
through the pipeline to removethrough the pipeline to remove 
residual liquid
Plan to increase pipeline capacity
Does capacity of slug catcher also Animation of liquid volume fraction of slug catcher at maximum 

capacity and the corresponding carry over plot on the right
have to be increased?

capacity and the corresponding carry over plot on the right

Slug flow in horizontal pipes
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Oil & Gas Industry

Accident scenario and safety concerns
LNG leaks and the dispersion in the liquid

LNG Spill and Fire 

p q
LNG evaporation and tracking of the 
dispersed gas
Vapor cloud formation and ignition as the 
vapor cloud reaches the water surfacevapor cloud reaches the water surface
Spreading of the pool fire and the 
associated  
Multi-body hydrodynamics

Pool fire caused by spread, evaporation and ignition of an LNG leak

LNG Vapor Leak
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Oil & Gas Industry

Heat transfer to process tubes

Process 
Tubes

Refining Equipment FCC Blower Optimization

Heat transfer to process tubes
Control of tube temperatures
Pollutant (NOx) reduction
Staged low-NOx burners would have flame 

ll

K

roll-over
Wall and floor burner placements
Control process stream in tubes

Improved ultra-low NOx 

Image courtesy ExxonMobil

Original burners

Images courtesy ABB Lummus Global

p
design

Velocity contours illustrating flow 
distribution at the exit of blower
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Oil & Gas Industry

Mixing is a basic unit operation in chemical and 
hydrocarbon processing

mixing

hydrocarbon processing
Selection of the right vessel geometry, type and related 
internals (shafts, baffles, coils, etc.)
Operating condition, selection of feed location, impeller 
speed scale upspeed, scale up
Blending, reacting and suspending of multi-component and 
multi-phase material
Optimizing yield, reduce power input and process time

Macro mixing structures, colored by 
vorticity contours, in a mixing tank with a 6-
balded Rushton impeller

Composite animation of species mixing downstream of 
a PBT impeller and the pressure pulses on the baffle 
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Oil & Gas Industry

Combustion/Reaction 

Swirl Flow Turbulent 
Mixing

Pilot-Flames

Partially 
Premixed
Combustion

Cooling Air

Spray 
simulation

Low NOx

Temperature

Fuel Injection Heat Transfer
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Oil & Gas Industry

Burners/Combustors

Pathlines, colored by gas temperature, for a 
turbine combustor

Time-dependent contours of h2 concentration  

Burner design and performance for various fuels
Help in developing low and ultra-low NOx burners
Predict temperature and NOx with varying fuel load and swirl

Contours of flame temperature in a 
3 burner design

Predict temperature and NOx, with varying fuel, load and swirl
Predict thermal loads and stresses for different designs
Burner spacing, orientation and resulting thermal performance of 
the systemy

Images courtesy of NETL (USA), NOVA 
Chemicals, & John Zink
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Oil & Gas Industry

Fuel to Wind ratio

Combustion Systems: Flares

Fuel to Wind ratio
1:2

Fuel to  Wind ratio
2:1

Flame shape and shroud surface temperature for two different fuel 
and wind ratios

Optimize flare design, shape and burner 
internals
Compare performance of different 
arrangements and best placement
Perform radiation and heat transfer studies 
from the flame
Learn about thermal and structural stressesFlare flow pathlines, colored by temperature Learn about thermal and structural stresses.
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Oil & Gas Industry

Gas-solid hydrodynamics that provides insight into particle 
residence time, particle concentration, erosion, and

Particulate Flows 

Tower head
packed residence time, particle concentration, erosion, and 

separation 
Heat and mass transfer studies involving homogenous and 
heterogeneous reactions
Effect of internals including short circuiting flow distribution

p
filter-separator

Nozzles

Defoamers

Effect of internals, including short-circuiting, flow distribution
Design and optimization of separators, filters, and other 
solid handling devices 
Novel reactor design and scale up studies

Tower

Liquid 
pool 

Heaters

Spray tower

Volume fraction of gas bubbles in a fluidized bed with 
internals (solid volume fraction is in red)

Pressure swirl atomizer 
(Parrish, 1997) Fire suppression equipment of ship
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Oil & Gas Industry

Sloshing Separator Tank Design

Estimate the hydrodynamic forces caused 
by sloshing in 6 degrees of freedom
Evaluate damping and performance ofEvaluate damping and performance of 
internals such as baffles and coalescers
Optimize the shape and location of inlets 
and outlets, and performance of any 

t tupstream gas –separators
Simulationed of baffles in reducing sloshing in a oil-water –gas 
separator(Courtesy of NatcoGroup)
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Oil & Gas Industry

Cyclones Heat Exchangers

Composite CFD results 
illustrating the vortex core 
and flow velocity at 
various axial planes

Schematic of 
complex flow motion 
in a cyclone 
separator 

Optimize inlet design to reduce erosion, increase 
efficiency and find the range of device’s usability
Geometry and design optimization for various particle 
loading in 2 phase and 3 phase applications

various axial planesp

Maldistributed Improvedloading in 2 phase and 3 phase applications
Relevant to many applications and any separator 
shapes,  accounting for

particles mass, diameter, loading, 
flow characteristics, pressure drop, 

elding and str ct ral stress fabrication erosion

Retrofit exciting devices for process improvement 
and efficiency
Look at flow and heat transfer to design around

Axial velocity at the inlet to the tubes; no “hot spots” visible for the 
improved design

p

welding and structural stress, fabrication, erosion
performance in stages or in an assembly

Look at flow and heat transfer to design around 
dead or hot spots
Design tubes, baffles and heat exchangers 
geometry to meet overall process objectives 
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Oil & Gas Industry

Applicable to design, analysis,  production 
and operation of these types of devices

Oil and Gas Production Equipment Valves, Chocks, Regulators

and operation of these types of devices
Ability to engineer the entire system using 
full range of multi-physics capabilities 
Understand structural and thermal stresses 
to increase reliability and safety
Predict erosion spots and design to reduce 
its impact 
D i t i i i it ti

Pressure contours on a sliding valve

Design to minimize cavitation
Improve pressure drop and the range of the 
equipment operability 
Accelerate design by performing parametric

Surface temperature on a valve 
surface

Accelerate design by performing parametric 
and design optimization

Flow streamline for a  
petroleum control valve

A lobe pump

Chock valve (left),  subsea regulator (right) 
Some images courtesy of Hydril
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Oil & Gas Industry

Erosion impact can be calculated as a 
function of

Incoming particulate

Erosion application

Angle of impingement
Impact velocity
Particle diameter
Particle mass
Collision frequency between particles andCollision frequency between particles and 
solid walls
Material type CAE modelling can find erosi
on rates for field conditions for equipment li
fetime

Eroded material is removed leading to

Erosion caused by particle impact

FLOW
Eroded material is removed leading to 
better material thickness predictions

larger ID
after 42 hrafter 42 hr

Plots of erosion contours in a 4-inch test casePlots of erosion contours in a 4 inch test case  
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Common Power Systems

Coal Power

Gas Turbines/Co-generation

Nuclear PowerNuclear Power

Renewable/Alternative Energy
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Equipment including

Fans & Pumps
Volume fraction of vapor in a cavitating pump

Fans & Pumps

Heat exchangers

Valves & Seals

CondensersCondensers

Contours of water film thickness
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Pulverizers and Classifiers Furnaces

Solutions for the  Coal Power Industry

Pulverizers and Classifiers Furnaces

Flue Ducts Fluidized Beds 
Gasification

Burners

Economizers

SCR Systems

Particulate Control Scrubbers
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Pulverizers(분무기) and Classifiers(분류기)

Control product fineness for low 
carbon loss, minimal NOx

Contours of erosion rate

Reduce design time by:
- Understanding flow patterns to 

improve design
- Predicting performance and

Exhaust

7 Cooling loops

Measurement Locations
0 25

1/4 Geometry

Predicting performance and 
erosion behavior for varying 
designs

- Predicting dynamic behavior, 
stress, strain for rotating parts

z = 0.25 m,
z = 0.85 m

Inlet
Swirl Number = 0.923
Flow Rate = 2684 kg/hr
Coal flow rate = 263 kg/hr
Coal + transport air = 421 kg/hrg p

IFRF Swirling Pulverized Coal Flame

Mean velocity magnitude (m/s)
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

NOx reduction

Burners

NOx reduction
Unburned carbon (LOI)
Reduce design effort and field tests by

Predicting temperature, NOx, and LOI 
with varying fuel load swirlwith varying fuel, load, swirl
Predicting thermal loads and stresses 
for different designs

Fuel Rich Stream
NO (ppm)

Low O2 Zone

High O2 Zone

Fuel Lean Stream

g 2

Temperature
Horizontal Bias Combustion
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Furnaces(용광로)

Maintaining stable flame under varying 
load conditions
Pollutant formation control
Maintaining proper radiation 
and convection properties with retrofitted 
low NOx burners
Optimizing retrofitted air staging
Minimizing water wall corrosion
Designing optimal spray system for g g p p y y
Selective 
Non-Catalytic Reduction 
(SNCR)
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Ensuring complete reaction
Varying fuels, loads

Gasification

Thermal stresses and heat transfer
Carbon capture
Gasifier design

Impact of inlet positions and flow rates on- Impact of inlet positions and flow rates on 
performance

- Impact of fuel changes
- Calculate and design for scale-up effects

Transport Gasifier at Power System Development Facility

Species 
contours in an 
entrained flow

Temperature CO H2 H2O

entrained flow 
gasifier
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Economizers(절약장치)

Minimizing erosion and fly-ash build-up
Optimizing heat transfer to incoming 
water

Erosion rate 
contours on 
economizer tubes

Determine areas of likely erosion and 
fly-ash build-up early in design phase
Make flo distrib tion modifications thatMake flow distribution modifications that 
will resolve problems before 
manufacture

Fly-ash 
concentration 
contours
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Sulfur Dioxide Scrubbers

Poor distribution of spray and/or 
flue gas
Designing spray nozzle 
placementplacement Droplets follow the 

short-circuiting gas 
flow without proper 
residence time

Blue streamlines 
from upper part of the 
i l t d t h t i itinlet duct short circuit 
the quench section 
below the bowl
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Off-design performance

Compressors

Off-design performance
- Avoiding surge over a range of power settings
- Flow separation

Understand rotational and flow-induced vibration 
modes before building physical prototypes

Pressure contours in a 15 stage compressor

Blade deformation and outlet Mach number contours 
during flow-induced vibration
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

N l P
Containment

Reactor Pressure Vessels

Passive Safety Systems
Generation IV Reactors
Waste Storage & Handling

Nuclear Power

Reactor Pressure Vessels

Fuel Assemblies

Waste Storage & Handling

Coolant Pumps

St G tSteam GeneratorsPressurizers
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Understand the impact of installation 
effects before deployment

Coolant Pumps

effects before deployment
Optimize performance by determining inlet 
and outlet flow angles and separation 
patterns

Pressure 
contours on a 
pump impeller

patterns
Reduce the number of hardware 
prototypes needed in the pump design and 
installation processinstallation process
Allows parametric investigation of 
scale-up effects for these extremely large 
pumps, which is not possible throughpumps, which is not possible through 
testing, but straightforward 
with simulation.

Contours of total deformation on a pump impeller p p p
in a coupled structural and flow analysis
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Reactor Pressure Vessels

Safety analysis for complex 
stratified flow 

Code-checking for stress analysis 
in a timely fashion

Temperatures on the 
vessel and cold legvessel and cold leg 
walls for a LOCA 
simulation 

Some image courtesy of NRG and GRS 240



Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Designing for seismic safety without over-

Fuel Assemblies

Designing for seismic safety without over
designing
Optimizing for thermal transfer in operating 
and LOCA conditions
Reduce design time and physical 
prototypes through simulation

- Spring design
Assembly seismic vibration analysis- Assembly seismic vibration analysis

- Mixing vane design
- Fluid-structure interaction simulation

Vapor volume fraction in a subchannel mixing vane analysis

Deformation of a fuel rod spring
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

P i
Designing steam generation and spray cooling system for 
optimal responsiveness to pressure changes
Design time for code checks

Pressurizers

Design time for code checks
Cost savings through virtual prototyping of new designs 
and troubleshooting for 
existing units 

Vapor volume 
fraction due to 
convective

- Heat transfer and phase change due to heating
- Natural circulation
- Spray distribution 

convective 
boiling for flow 
past heated rods

- Local condensation rates

Courtesy of Dr. 
E. Krepper, FZR.

Stream line of heat chanel
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Accident analysis under natural convection conditions

Steam Generators

Design for optimal heat transfer
Reduce expensive and time-consuming scaled test loop experiments

- Investigate and optimize tube vibration sensitivity to flow conditions
- Extend test results from experimental to full scale conditions
- Investigate installation effects

Vectors and temperature contours in a severe accident sequence in which 
secondary side cooling is lost, and superheated vapor circulates through y g , p p g
the reactor system, causing blocked primary loop circulation.

Steam generator
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Wi d PWind Power

Generator and shaft design
Blade design

Electric Machine  
Speed Sensor  Power Electronic 

Wind farm configuration forWind farm configuration for 
optimal power generation

Rotor sizing 
d ti

Transformer 

and acoustics

Power Distribution  

Offshore Installation andElectromechanical 
Site selection, land and seaTower design 

and FSI

Offshore Installation and 
certificationComponent
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Turbine design
Minimizing flow separation in ducts under a wide

Hydropower Solar Power

Minimizing flow separation in ducts under a wide 
range of flow rates

Francis turbine, courtesy of Pelton turbine, courtesy of VA Tech 

Wind loads on panels and resulting vibrations

, y
turboinstitut, Republic of Slovenia

, y
Hydro Vevey SA Switzerland

Wind loads on panels and resulting vibrations
The search for lower cost manufacturing methods
Designing for thermal loads
Maximizing efficiency

Vortex rope simulation & experiment
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Solutions for the Coal Power Industry

Understanding the impact of fuel 

Biomass

g p
changes
Slagging, fouling, and corrosion
Ai t i d i i t lAir staging and emissions control
Grate combustion

Bi F lBiomass Fuel

Temperature (left) and 
carbon monoxide 
(right) contours near 
secondary air and flue seco da y a a d ue
gas inlets in a biomass 
grate combustion 
furnace

Bioreactor
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